**WHO WE ARE**

HOPE in a Box is a community focused ministry that was created from our six years of experience in providing food for the homeless and marginalized within our community and also helping them transition into permanent self-sustaining living. It began in 2010 with Houston’s own 249 & HOPE feeding ministry, which has since led us to start and run three successful feeding ministries that serve food to the homeless of Houston every Saturday, rain or shine. Then in 2015 we went a step further by establishing H.O.P.E. Haven as a way to help individuals find sobriety, better physical and mental wellness, and housing.

**HOPE IN A BOX**

HOPE in a Box is a program which guides volunteers in their efforts to create and sustain a successful feeding ministry for the underprivileged, marginalized, or homeless at their place of need. The system is designed with training, support and volunteer recognition templates to help leaders lead a team of volunteers. The program's main outcome is that leaders will be equipped to teach motivated volunteers to connect and develop relationships with the underprivileged by meeting their most basic needs.

**H.O.P.E. HAVEN**

A proven, step-by-step system developed for ministering to the underprivileged and hurting within a community through building relationships over a home cooked meal delivered on a consistent basis.
PURPOSE

OF THE PROGRAM

HOPE in a Box provides a proven system that will train volunteers in a community or city to create and sustain a feeding ministry. Your volunteers will learn the necessary skills to run a feeding ministry like a finely oiled machine. Our training teaches volunteers how to cook the food, deliver the food on location, and develop and nurture relationships with homeless individuals. There are subsequent phases of HOPE in a Box available to you as well. Call us for more information.

SUPPORT LEVELS

H.O.P.E. Haven brings years of experience to the table and we are ready to provide you with the process to make your feeding ministry effective and long lasting. We supply you a proven system and you choose the level of involvement and investment. You support gives you access to onsite training as you work with one of our groups or we will personally provide the training to your volunteers at your location for you.

“The Spirit of the Sovereign LORD is on me, because the LORD has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim freedom for the captives and release from darkness for the prisoners.” - Isaiah 61:1

Workshops, training, support available now. Call today to schedule your consultation.

832-257-8790

H.O.P.E. HAVEN

Design donated by: PINPOINT MARKETING
(832) 819-3990

STEP-BY-STEP, RELATIONSHIP BUILDING THROUGH MEETING BASIC NEEDS
### Hope in a Box

The “Hope In a Box” Turn Key system.

Onsite motivational speaking event to generate interest.

One time trial run feeding route to solidify participation.

Series of 6 booklets Delivered at training. With all information to get started and keep it running.

$1000

### Hope in a Box Plus

Additional training (Our site our schedule) at our location (4 x 4 Hr. Hands on Training)

Additional $1000

### Hope in a Box Premier

Additional training (your site your schedule) onsite with your leaders and volunteers (4 x 4 Hr. Hands on Training)

Additional $2000 + Expenses if travel is necessary